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DURATIO
N

SYLLABUS
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SYLLABUS TESTED SUBJECT
ENRICHMENT/P
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/ VISUAL
STIMULUS

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

RESOURCES SDG

PT1 PROSE
CH: 1 How I
taught my
grandmother to
read

PROSE
How I taught my grandmother to
read

Poetry :
The Road not taken

LISTENING
ACTIVITY
Ask students to
share some past
incidents or
memories about
time spent with

To identify
and explain
the essence of
the lesson.

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=go
OXOTz0N0
w

III

(WRITING SKILLS:
Informal Letter
GRAMMAR: Tenses ,
Subject – verb concord.

their
grandparents
with their
partners .The
partner will
listen and
concentrate on
the language in
the message
and make notes

The Road not
taken

Make a web
chart
showing
choices and
decisions you
may have to
make in the
next few
years and the
factors that
affect these
choices

-Describe the
dilemma of
the poet and
the poetic
devices used
in the poem.

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=G
xsfjl0x0aM

XII
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environment
for various
purposes:

0066422701
5037784337
&rtpof=true
&sd=true

GRAMMAR:
Subject – verb
concord,
Tenses

Make a
Tenses chart

To know about
the
grammatical
form of
different
tenses.

https://drive.
google.com/
drive/folders
/15BCc_7k
mlCD84Gex
Z41XjHaDN
jzAvQAi?us
p=sharing

IV

TERM
1(JULY-
AUG)

The Dog
named Duke

PROSE
How I taught my grandmother to
read
The Dog named Duke
Poetry :
The Road not taken
Brook

Make a list of
well known
breeds of
dogs

-To enhance
the ability to
move beyond
the text and
increase
vocabulary.

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=4
mYwP_aYy
TY

X

The Solitary Reaper

WRITING SKILLS:
Informal Letter,Notice writing

GRAMMAR: Tenses, Modals,
determiners, Subject – verb
concord

The Solitary
Reaper

Think back in
your own life
and try to
recall an
experience
that affected
you greatly
and left a
deep impact
on you. Then
write a poem
in which you
describe that
experience
and its
impact..

Enjoy poetry
in the form of
Ballad.
-Identify of
figures of
speech.
e.

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=S-
g6BLmUJ08

XIII

Poetry : The
Brook

Make a
Graphic
organiser of
transitory

-Enjoy poetry
in the form of
Ballad.
-Identify the

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=ch
xLaZ-Fb38

VI
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human life as
compared to
the eternity of
nature's
existence

figures of
speech.

Modals Worksheet It will develop
the student's
insight into the
structure of
English.

https://drive.
google.com/
drive/folders
/1OXPOBY
pw9zjhlWlK
CGI5810U0
Z_JYyId?us
p=sharing

IV

Notice Writing Worksheet To know the
format and
insight of how
to write notice

https://www.
youtube.co
m/watch?v=
cS3-bcW-d
QU

III

Determiners Worksheet Develop their
understanding

https://docs.
google.com/

IV

about the rules presentation/
of English d/14-atAns5
Grammar VyIKTIJ2z3
through use of PqC3a7aWe
Determiners eWXcL/edit

?usp=sharin
g&ouid=100
6642270150
37784337&r
tpof=true&s
d=true

PT 2 OH I WISH Prose Make a table of Analyse, https://
www.

I’D LOOKED The Dog named Duke any 5 activities synthesise and youtube
.com

AFTER ME Poem that you do and evaluate /watch?
v=C

TEETH OH I WISH I’D LOOKED
AFTER ME TEETH
Tenses, determiners
Notice Writing

their information KASF
UUGc

consequences from the xM
various text

http://www/


Half
Yearly

The Man who
knew too much

PROSE
How I taught my grandmother to
read
The Dog named Duke
The Man who knew too much
Poetry :

PAIR
ACTIVITY
With your
partner,
discuss and
narrate an

To act as
scaffold to
understand
and
empathize
with the

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=j8
MHcDQ5-2
Q&t=26s

XVI
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The Road not taken incident
about a
person who
likes to show
off.

central
OH I WISH I’D LOOKED
AFTER ME TEETH

character.

Brook
The Solitary Reaper
Play
Villa for Sale

WRITING SKILLS:
Informal Letter, Notice writing,
Dialogue Writing

GRAMMAR: Tenses, Modals,
determiners, Subject – verb
concord, preposition

DRAMA : Give an Analyse, https://www. I
VILLA FOR illustrative synthesise and youtube.com
SALE description of evaluate /watch?v=b6

the person “I
have been let
down and
betrayed by
someone I
trusted”

information
from the
various text

_el2u4zpA

Preposition Worksheet The ways how
the

https://drive.
google.com/

IV

prepositions drive/folders
are used and /1I3RGlOj3r
the difference hako3sPXw
in preposition EvkU4WHv
of place ,time A-3i3J?usp=
and movement sharing

Dialogue
Writing

Practise
Questions

Enhance their
creativity and
imagination

https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=54rW
MJIu6qg

IV

PT 3 PROSE: PROSE:
Make a list of
the different

weight
categories in

boxing

-To enhance https://www. XVII
KEEPING IT KEEPING IT FROM HAROLD the ability to youtube.com
FROM Poem move beyond /watch?v=_k
HAROLD The Seven Ages the text and TtSkIbxyw

Writing increase
Dialogue Writing vocabulary..
Grammar
Reported Speech
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The Seven SPEAKING -Plan,
organize and
present ideas
coherently.

https://www. X
Ages ACTIVITY: youtube.com

The students /watch?v=Z
will draw 9VauIE3udo

inferences after
the recitation of

the poem

GRAMMAR:
Reported

speech

Worksheet Will be able to
communicate
accurately
using
appropriate
grammar
in context
such as
reported
speech

https://drive.
google.com/
drive/folders
/1f6CndKR-
7JjO4DfRS
WiOial4lRM
_00tX?usp=
sharing

IV

Pre Best seller 100% SYLLABUS COVERED Design a cover -To read and https://www. VIII
Final TILL DATE WILL BE page of your understand the youtube.com

TESTED favorite book layers of /watch?v=Ez
meaning and 7Lb4X37d0
values. -usage
of the words
and language
appropriate for
the theme.

Clauses Worksheet To express
themselves in
grammatically
correct language

https://drive.
google.com/
drive/folders
/1UmXa_H

IV

mbKBWhV
BXFktQTN
COuZaXzN
88s?usp=sha
ring

http://www/
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BISHOP’S
CANDLESTIC
KS

Imagine a child
has been caught

stealing in
school. In

groups play the
roles of -The
child caught
stealing,The
child she/he

stole from, The
teacher, The

headmaster ,The
witnesses

- To enable the
learners to
extrapolate
from the given
text.

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=1n
u96x3-wyk

XVI

SONG OF
THE RAIN

Write an
appreciation of
the poem ‘Song
of the Rain’ by
Khalil Gibran.

To enable
them to think
of an
alternative
ending of the
poem.

https://www.
youtube.com
/watch?v=IF
kRZsOjcKk

VII

WRITING
SKILLS:
Paragraph
Writing

Practise
Questions

To develop
the style of
writing.

https://www.y
outube.com/
watch?v=0IF
DuhdB2Hk

IV

Finals 100% SYLLABUS COVERED
TILL DATE WILL BE
TESTED
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